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X = a finite set, n = IXI. 
W: a square matrix of order n, IWi,jl = 1 for Vi,j EX. 
W: a complex Hadamard matrix 
def ― ←⇒ WW T=nI. 
(real: 土1)Hadamard matrix c complex Hadamard matrix. 
A Hadamard matrix of order n exists for 
n = 1,2, 4, 8, 12, 16, .. , (multiples of 4), .. , 428(2004). 668? 
A Hadamard matrix of order n exists for any n = O (mod 4). 
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J. Wallis, Complex Hadamard matrices, 
Linear and Multilinear Algebra, 1 (3), (1973), 257-272. 
entries: 士1,士i,
In this talk, we allow entries in{~EC 11~1 = 1}. 
A complex Hadamard matrix is said to be Butson-type, if al of 
its entries are roots of unity. 
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疋=(X, {R }d) i i=O ・: commutative d-class assoc1at1on scheme. 
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Our aim is to find both of 
a a complex Hadamard matrix W 
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Set d 
W = LWjAj E辺， (1) 
j=O 
where w0 = 1 and lw』=1 forVj E {1, .. ,d}. Then 
d d 
W = L(LWj加）Ek, 
k=O j=O 
d —丁 1w = L-Aj, 
j=O Wj 
(Aj, = Aj) 
d d 
=L(L 1 -Pk,j')Ek・
k=O j=O Wj 
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d d d d 1 
W= L(LWj氏）恥，刷 =L(と一加）Ek・Wj 
k=O j=O k=O j=O 
祠T~t(エい）（芦＇））恥
Let X。=1 and let X・(1 < . < d) b . J _J _ e indeterminates. For 
k = o,1, .. , d,let kbe the polynomial in Xぃ．．．，心definedby 
ek ~ ふ Xd(t氏x,)(~i:')-n) 
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d 
W= LWjAj遠， (1) 
j=O 
ャLemma1 1 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) the matrix W defined by (1) is a complex Hadamard matrix, 
(i) the sequence (w山：：j::;d is a common zero of ek
(k = 1, .. , d). 
• R=C[X1, .. ,X孔，
• I= ideal〈Rlek(k=l,.. ,d)〉⇒ basis? 
• Magma(computations in algebra) 
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E. R. van Dam, Three-class association schemes, 
J. Algebraic Combin. 10 (1999), 69-107, 
~examples of symmetric 3 class association schemes = 103. 
Appcndl• 8 
Four intcgrnl eigenvolucs: excluded here訂C,s50ej● tion sclocmcs gencrotcd by SRGRJ,. 
ond 1hc recta雌ularschemes R(m. 11),cxccpo ohe 6-cy,:le C• and the Cube. 
? ? 、
..... 『｀編
(l, 1', -1', -Z'J 
1, •• , •• , 2) 
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j (symmetric) construction 
d=3 Complex Hadamard matrices 
contained in a Bose—Mesner 
algebra, Spec. Matrices, 
3 (2015), 91-110. 
d=4 Complex Hadamard matrices 
attached to even orthogonal 
scheme of class 4, (2016), 
submitted. 
not Butson! 
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， <p(x): a primitive polynomial 
of degree e over GF(2) 
GF(2et =〈S〉
Z4 =Z/4Z 
3<I>(x) : a manic polynomial of degree e over Z s.t. 
{ <l>(x)~ ~ (x) mod 2江], 4 
cl>(x) I x2'-1 -l in Z ~[x]. 
9¥ = Zふ］ : Galois rin ゆ(x)) g f,J = 29¥. radical 
岡=4e 屈=21!
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the unit group ょ．
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We've constructed a commutative nonsymmetric association 
scheme疋ofclass 6 on Galois rings of characteristic 4, whose 



































where b isa power of 4. 
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'Theorem 2 (A. Munemasa and T. I.) ] 
Let w0 = 1 and Wj (1~j~6) be complex numbers of absolute 
value l. Set 
6 
W = LWjAj E辺，
j=O 
and assume that W is hermitian. 
if Then, w is a complex Hadamard matrix←⇒ 
W =Ao+ qi(A1 -A叫＋叫 (A3-A4) + As + Aも
W =A。+1:i(A1 -A2) + 1:2(A3 + A4) + As -Aも
for some 1:1, 1:2 E {土1}. 
or (2) 
(3) 
口 邑 号 、Q.(" 
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Let疋bean association scheme given in Theorem 2. Fusion 
schemes of疋withat least three classes are listed in Table 1. 
fused relations I class I nonsymmetirc or symmetric I 
疋1 {1,2} 5 nonsymmetric 
疋2 {3,4} 5 nonsymmetric 
疋3 {1,2},{3,4} 4 symmetric 
x4 {3,4,6} 4 nonsymmetric 
疋5 {1,2},{3,4},{5,6} 3 symmetric 
疋6 {1,2,3,4} 3 symmetric 
疋7 {1,3},{2,4},{5,6} 3 nonsymmetric 
疋8 {1,4},{2,3},{5,6} 3 nonsymmetric 
Table: Fusion schemes of疋
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x= (X 3 , {Rふ=o):a 3-class commutative nonsymmetric 
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柘 isan even positive integer, k2 E Z, 
r,s E Z, 
abE艮andb > o,
a i 2 = -1. 
2l=〈A。，A1,A2,A砂： Bose-Mesner algebra of疋whichis the 
linear span of the adjacency matrices A。,A1,A2,A3 of疋，
where A! = A2, A 3 symmetric. 
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S. Y. Song showed the following. 
ャLemma3 (S. Y. Song, 1995) 1 
For the matrix (4), one of the following holds. 
k1(k2+l) (i) (r,s,bり=(0, -(k2 + 1),), m1 = (k1十松+l)k2知 2(k叶 1)'
(i) (r, s, bり＝（一(k2+ 1), 0, (k丘 l)(k1+朽+1)), 叫=2(k~~l)' 
(ii) (r, s, 炉）＝（一1,k1, k1 + 1), m1 = (k1 +k2+l)k1 k1+l ・
In Lemma 3, 
e (i) and (i) are nonsymmetric fissions of a complete 
multipartite graph, 
e (i) is self-dual, and (i) is non self-dual. 
e (ii) is a nonsymmetric fission of a disjoint union of 
complete graphs. 
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叫，w2,wぷcomplexnumbers of absolute value 1. 
We assume that w1 =I w2, and set 
W =A。+w山 +w凶 +w山 E汎 (5)
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ャTheorem4 (A. Munemasa and T. I.) 1 
if 
The matrix (5) is a complex Hadamard matrix<=⇒ 
(k1, k2, r, s, b) = (2a(2a -l)c, 2a -1, 0, -2a, 2aJc) for some 
positive integers a, c, and one of the following holds. 
(i) c = 1,and 
(a) (w1, w2, w3) = (w, -w, 1) with lwl = 1, 
(b) (w1,w2,w3) = (w士，w=f,w土w=r=,),where 
戸＝
-(a -1) -ai土((2a-l)i -1)(✓ 賃~可
2砂ー2a+1 
(is a primitive 8-th root of unity, and i = (叫
(c) a= 2,(w1, w2国 3)= (デ—1, -3ti), (-1, 予，デ），
(i) a = 1,c = 3,and 
(d) (w1,w2,w3) = (1土？互 —1,1),(-1,1士図(2i '1),
(e) (W1, W2, W3) = (士i,ー1,干i),(-1,士i,干i).
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